One Comprehensive Solution to

ENHANCE SAFETY,
STREAMLINE OPERATIONS,
AND REDUCE COSTS
You have a challenging job that only continues to grow more demanding.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, “healthcare workers accounted for
73 percent of all nonfatal workplace injuries and illness due to violence in 2018,”
and that number continues to grow substantially. When it comes to protecting
staff, visitors, and your facility, you need to be able to trust that the solutions you
have in place for reporting and analyzing data stand up to your critical workload.
There’s a reason Omnigo Report Exec has been the trusted leader of reporting
software for over two decades. Through a combination of industry expertise and
customer feedback, we’ve created a superior end-to-end solution that is easily
configurable to meet your specific needs.
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Make More Informed
Decisions

Streamline
Operations

Save Time on
Data Entry

Report Exec organizes data in
an easy-to-search database.
Pre-formulated statistical
reports, customizable reports,
and a live data dashboard
provide the info you need to
make informed decisions.

Built-in communication features
keep everyone on the same
page. Customizable user roles
and permissions ensure that
everyone can access exactly
what they need.

Report Exec eliminates time
spent re-entering information by
automatically populating known
information. Quick-key codes
and drop-down menus reduce
the possibility for human error.

Justify Budget Requests and
Maintain Transparency

Automate Your
Reporting

Ensure Efficient, Accurate
Data Collection

Securing your budget depends
on demonstrating department
impact and responsible
allocation of resources. Report
Exec records and organizes this
information to justify budget
requests and maintain
accountability.

Save your statistical reporting
filters and set your ideal delivery
schedule, and your reports
automatically show up in
stakeholder inboxes. Automatic
notifications of incidents or
locations ensure that users are
always kept in the loop.

The tree dictionary-based
system ensures that statistical
reporting is more accurate and
efficient with data collection
that’s in your language and kept
consistent throughout the
organization.

ONE INTEGRATED SOLUTION HELPS YOUR FACILITY
MEET JOINT COMMISSION AND OSHA REQUIREMENTS
Effective January 1, 2022, new and revised workplace violence prevention
standards will apply to all Joint Commission-accredited hospitals and critical
access hospitals.
You shouldn’t have to buy multiple software solutions to meet these new
requirements. Report Exec has over 20 modules to help you meet
changing regulations and ensure the safety of staff, visitors,
and your facility. Your team only needs to learn one
platform, and you can be sure that every file,
report, and message is stored in one
secure, searchable database.
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MODULES INCLUDE:
Minimize the Risk
of Workplace
Violence

Reduce Workplace
Accidents

Easily Compile and
Generate the Reports
You Need Most

Track Incident
Details and Trends

Show Staff and
Visitors Their Safety
Is Your Priority

Document
workplace violence
and track any
actions taken to
address incidents,
prevent recurrence,
and monitor trends.

Record employee
injuries and
document the action
taken to prevent
recurrence. You can
also collect
information to
complete OSHA 300,
300A, and 301 forms.

Admin reporting
allows users compile
the reports they need
most. Reports can
automatically
generate, and email
out based on user
preference.

Track the details
associated with a
specific incident, and
easily identify
commonalities
between incidents.

Public-facing portal
lets staff and visitors
report concerns,
requests, and tips to
safety officials.

BE READY TO RESPOND WITH OMNIGO MOBILE
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Capture

Create

Connect

Use the camera on your
mobile device to capture
images that can be
attached to citations, event
logs, and reports.

Easy layouts and intuitive
workflows reduce data
entry time. Record daily
events in real time and
enter case report details in
a flash.

Easily access your database
no matter where you are.
With search capabilities
and better information in
the field, you can make
more informed decisions.
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ABOUT OMNIGO
For more than 20 years, Omnigo software solutions have been
the preferred choice for law enforcement, education, healthcare,
gaming, hospitality, and corporate enterprises. Currently,
Omnigo’s solutions are used by over 2,000 customers in 20
different countries. At Omnigo, we’re committed to helping
customers secure their organizations’ property, control
operational costs, and ensure the safety of the general public.
We believe our customers deserve the best support available to
protect their people, assets, and brand. We also understand how
challenging it can be to protect the community without the
proper resources. We’re here to arm users with the best tools in
the industry. With a team that includes former law enforcement,
first responders, and other public safety professionals, we’re
uniquely qualified to understand exactly what our customers
need to protect their community.

LEARN MORE OR
REQUEST A LIVE DEMO
call: 866.421.2374
email: sales@omnigo.com
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